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Questions

Who is in our audience?



Goals

• Expand traditional sources of information 
and analysis on current events

• Expand your personal involvement in 
policy influence and civic engagement

• Expand your role in promoting the practice 
of democracy



Assumptions: Life Lessons

• Our policy makers are 
weakened/corrupted by campaign 
financing and lobbying policies  heavily 
weighted towards supporting the interests 
of the wealthy.

• Accountability system of “public will” and 
oversight is underutilized at all levels



Are We Feeling Secure?

• Food

• Clothing 

• Housing

• Employment

• Health Coverage

• Discrimination

• Community Health Equity

• Democracy













Unprecedented Point in US/World 

History

• Global Financial Institutions At Risk

• Massive Unemployment



















APRIL 2009 UNEMPLOYMENT DATA

(U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS) 

Officially unemployed: 13.7 million (8.9%)

Hidden unemployment: 14.8 million

Total: 28.5 million (17.7% of the labor force)

[There are now more than 10 job-wanters* for 

each available job.]

*changed:BLS has revised methodology





















Comparison of Military Budgets by Country and for the

World with Plan B Budget

Country Budget

(billion dollars)

United States 492

Russia 65

China 56

United Kingdom 49

Japan 45

France 40

Germany 30

Saudi Arabia 19

India 19

Italy 18

All other 142

World Military Expenditure 975

Plan B Budget 161

Note: The U.S. number is the budget estimate for FY2006 (including

$50 billion for military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan); Russia and China data are

for 2003.

Source: Error! Bookmark not defined., 2007.



























Minds are like parachutes.  

They work best when they are 

wide open

• Seek out alternative voices, 
philosophies, beliefs, points of view

• Do not discount information based on 
labels or stereotypes

• Read street political literature and 
attend demonstrations and protests





Progressive Resources

• www.justworldnews.org

• www.thenation.com

• www.votenader.org

• The Center for American Progress

• Netroots Nation

• Moveon.org

• Dailykos.com

• National Jobs for All Coalition

• Democracy Now

• KPFA.org



“money in politics is like water 
running down a mountain.  It 

will find its way around, inside, 
under and through any 

obstacles”.





“the most harm will not come 

from the words of your enemy, 
but from the silence of your 

friends”

MLK



"Vision without action is 

merely a dream. 
Action without vision just 

passes time. 
Vision with action can change 

the world." 

J. Barker





The Pursuit of Happiness

self-indulgence

materialism

social responsibility

making the world better





Organize Your Community

• Think up –Imagine a group in your town 

committed to something important to you

• Step up – Find and join the right local group OR 

start one!

• Meet up – Plant your flag online or deliver flyers. 

Schedule a meeting and they will come.

• Build up – Hold regular meetings to plan action 

and make change happen.

• meetup.com



The Power of Slow – Finding 

balance and fulfillment beyond the culture 
of speed

By Carl Honore

UC Berkeley, 2009



“strange how a single conversation 

can change you”

“Communities had to be created, 

fought for, tended like gardens”

“We’re the ones we’ve been waiting 

for”

President Barack Obama


